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Communique of the meeting
The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament· today held its 589th plenar.y
meeting. in ·the Pa.lais des Nations, Geneva, under the chaimanshi:p of.· ( ' .· · .
I

,

I

H.E. Ambassador I. Komives, ~epresentative of Hungary.
Statements were made by the representatives of Czechoslovakia, Mexico and
the Netherlands. .:

· ··

The Delegation of ..Sweden submitted a "Working Paper on the concept of ~lified
verification in relatiori'.to the prohibition of chemical weapons" (CCD/39.51.
The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Thursday, 8 ~Larch ~973,
at 10.30 a.m •.

*
*

*
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Mr. VEJVODA (Czechoslovakia):

Before beginning my statement, I should like

to join previous speakers in welcoillirig"our new' colleagUes in the Committee-Ambassado;· Barton, representative 'o{:canada
.

of Italy.

~d

Ambassador Di Benlardo'
'

re~resentative

My delegation w·ishes them successful participation in the 1vork of our
I

Committee.

·'
The Committee on Disarmament this .year approaches its work under more
favourable

circumstances heralding better conditions for our concrete discussions on the most
..

important questions concerning the problems of disarmament.
.

.

..

The favourable tr.end

\

towards a lessening of international tension has found its further applicatio~ ~ithin
I

•

•

.

·'

.

the past year, and He hope that its reflexion '\'Till be felt also in the discussions on
disarmament v1hich this year should produce concrete results.
Particularly encouraging for our vmrk on disarmament in

genel~al

are such events

as the start of preparatory -vrork for the European Security and Co-operation Conference
in

Helsi~

and the start of preparatory consultations in Vienna on the reduction of

armed forces and a1~aments.

Many favourable events in the inte1~ational field occurred

during the past period 1·rhich are good prerequisites attesting to the fa.ct that the
lessening of tensions a11d positions could also be achieved in the military field as a
vThole and in the field of disarmament in particular.

It is only logical to expect that

nuclear Powers and other States making efforts for the lessening of international
tension will make the necessary endeavours and show readiness to adopt such measures
,·

-vrhich would afford lesser opportunity for the outbreak of a nev1 ilorld military conflict?
and vTould curb and gradually liquidate armament systems and, primarily, nuclear
weapons.

Discussions on disarmament at the twenty-seventh session of the United

Nations' General Assembly have shown that the overv1helming majority of States are in
favour of effective measures in the field of disarmament and 1·Tish to contribute to
their realization.

This situation should reflect itself in real state of affairs in

the world and must not be a mere declaration of intentions by some countries, 1-1hich
would be not follovJed by concrete deeds.
One of the most important principles of disarmament negotiations ~s the necessity
that the realization of certain disarmament

~easures

should ensure the same state of

security to all countries and thus not offer unilateral advantages to some States.
This means that it is necessary already during the negotiations on

disa1~ament

'

agreements and their formulation to bear in mind the security interests not only of
countries which are directly participating in such negotiations but also the legitimate
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'

interests of all others.

In the case of.some agreements·it is even necessa1~ that all

world Powers which have military significer:.ce be part.ies ·to them and, particularly,
all the nuclear Pm·rers.

It ;rould. not be realistic to request ti·TO or three nuciear

Po-vrers to· destroy ·completely all their nuclear systems whiJe the rema:i.ning two ·
endeavour to continue ;vi th their construction without linii t'ation.

This does not,

however, mean that our Committee is to be prevented from.the discussion of measures
that should be adopted by all military signi'ficant Powers,- even those which are not
present here .at the moment' if they should be really 'effective.

On the contrary' it

is greatly desirable 'that negotiations on some of the most pressing questions should
not be postponed if this or that Power does not a~ yet ·wish to p~ticipate:
such a, case negotiations should continue ·W:i_ th all endeavour;

Even in

ail. appropriate ~eement

should be concluded and pressure exerted in order to ensure that such an agreement,
adopted by the majority of countries, is also respected and-possibly also acceded to by
countries which -vrere not present at the time· of its formulation.

It is i•rell lmo-vm

that every agreement ha.s its re.vision cla~~e, ~d a meeting of all parties is usually
held within 'rive years 0~ its conclusion in order to·'discuss its effectiveness and to
.

I

express the participants• attitude to it.

.

:

We have-mentioned here the fact that it

'

'

'

.

.

would be advisable for all military significant,Powers, particularly e~l nuclear ones,
.
'
'
to part;i.cipate in the most important agreements' on disarmament' and we certainly also
would wish them to pa~ticipate already in the negotiations on such agre~ments.

But,

as we see the situation nm·r, if some Po-vrers have a's yet abstained from concrete

disarmam~nf· negotiations, it is only ani!_ so}.ely their 'own fauit. · '\ITith rega~d to the
two German States -- being likewise very. important Pow·ers from the miii tary point of
view~·- though not nuclear ones -- the time surely is hot ver;i far bff uhen they will

fully participate in our negotiations, and there will certainly be. no lack of
I

readiness on their part to do so.
ive have said here t:h·at if two nuclear Powers . are not participating in our
deliberations.it does not mean·
without· their presence.

that the C:omillittee cannot discuss concrete questions

The Co~ ttee 1 s .ibti vi t:L'es so far have proved that it can be

done.

It re. sts ui th the present delegations to show· to what extent our Committee i•Till
.'
be able to meet the expectations of the world public in the fulfilment of the tasks'
recommended· to.the Committee by the relevant General Assembly resolutions.
~

~here

are favourable conditions for the conclusion of negotiations on the

prohibition of chemical weapons which, in the opinion of the

Czechoslov~c

delegation,
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(11r. Vejvoda, Czechoslovalda)
should have high priority in this year 1 s Committee 1 s work.
who are of this opinion.

\•le

are not the only ones

United Nations General Assembly resolution 2933 (XXVII)

reflects the vie'IJTS of a major.i ty of States that the Cozmnj. ttee shr;mld "continue
negotiations, as a matter of high priority, "'i th. a view ~o reaching early agreement on
effective measures for the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling
of -chemical weapons and for their destruction."
To

a_~eat

extent the task of the Committee has been simplified by numerous·

practically all aspects
documents presented in the Committee on these: problems touching
.
.
;

of the problems under discussion.

The most important qf

th~m

is the draft c.onvention

submitted by the socialist countries in March 1972· (CCD/36i) -vih:i,ch can evidently serve
as a guideline for worldng out of the final draft convention, i·rhich then could be
submitted by the Committee to the twenty-eighth session of the United Nations General
Assembly for further consideration.
The proposal of the socialist States proceeds from the Convention on the .
Prohibition of Bacteriological Weapons and implies the ~limina~ion of whole categories
of weapons from the arsenals of States. It contains a system of obligations ensuring
complete liquidation of all chemical weapons without

exceptio~,

termination of.their

production and development, their physical destruction and,.wherever possible or
beneficial, their use for peaceful purposes.

Everything advantageous

~r

rational that

has appeared during the course of negotiations concerning these problems has been
embodied in this proposal.

It represents a synthesis of opinion of a number of States

on how to solve in a practical ~~·ay the gue_stion of prohibiting chemical weapons in its
complexity.

For its distinctly positive parts, the proposal of the socialist States

has gained the support of many States and also of those Committee memqers ivho vrish this
proposal to be an opening for elaborating the final draft convention. The situation
and practical procedure '"hich the Committee should cecide upon uere 1·rell characterized
by the ivords of the distinguished representative of Nigeria at. the 1875th meeting of
the First Committee of the united Nations General Assembly: "vle feel that from the
technical angle enough is

nOi·T

known on this subject and the time is therefore ripe for

the Committee on Disarmament to start immediate negotiations in a concrete form and
vrith a draft treaty on its table.

My delegation is of the opinion that the socialist

draft, however inadequate i ~- may _app'e.ar t_o be, should form the basis of immediate
negotiations.

Any further

tim~

spent on resolving technicalities may tend to

complicate rather than cl9Xify the positions."
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.It follows that States which are really interested in the attainment of an
early prohibition of

ch~mical

weapons shoQld submit concrete proposals -- i.e.
concrete £ormulations·of individual provisions for the proposed convention. The

Socialis~

delegations have approached the solution of the question from this very
point of view., and have demonstrated it by submitting a concrete draft convention.
The other side should also decide in favour of this procedure.
further

del~s

Thus we would avoid

in the.fulfilment of our priority task recommended by the relevant

resolution of the United Nations General Assembly.

At the opening of the Comillittee's

session on 20 February 1973, the distinguished representative of the United States~
Ambassador Martin, declared that "the United States is fully committed to the goal
of achieving effective controls on chemical weapons." ( CCD/PV. 585, p .13). With regard
to the question of the prohibition of chemical'ueapons he declared that "last year
many delegations submitted Horking papers dealing vri th such topics as the toxicity
of chemical substances and the identificati~n, definition and classification of
chemical agents." (ibid., p.ll).
a number of working papers.

The delegation of the United States also submitted

Considering the present s;i. tuation 1·1e cannot but express

agreement with the opinion of the distinguished representative. of

Jap~,

Ambassador Nisibori, who at 1877th meeting of the First ·Committee of the United
Nations General Assembly last year stated that "while we appreciate the efforts of
the United States to clarify technical problems by presenting a volunie of

~mrking

papers to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, it is a matter of some
regret that the United States has not as yet presented any concrete proposal,
including concrete verification measures, for the prohibition of chemical lveapons."
(A/C.l/PV.l877, p.27 of the provisional'text).

More than five months have elapsed

'

since the interruption of the Committee's work in s.eptember last year.

The

Czechoslovak delegation would like to express the hope that during that period the
respective countries have again

co~sidered ··the

discussions.. and vlill contribute by

concre~e

possibilities of concrete

·proposals to a successful

concl~sion

of the discussions on the prohibition of chemical weapons.
The solution of the prohibi tiop. of nucle'8X· weapons tests i.s the further
remaining- ·important goal.

The Czechosloval<: Socialist Republic has no nuclear

J
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weapons, nor any· plans to possess them .l.n the futur.e.

Vejvoda, Czechoslovakia)

We have signed and :ratified the

..

Moscow Treaty banning nuclear weapons tests in. the atmosphere, in outer space and
under wa:ter'as well: as the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.

The obligations

emanatin·g fr'om the· 'said. T:reati'es ·, which we fully respect and observe, comple'tely
exclude any ·nu'clear weapons 'tests oil: our part.

·

However, V.Te: are of the opinion that

nuclear. tests should be stopped all over the ·world by all countrie.s and in all
environments.

It is not necessary to poirit out the gravity of these problems.

The

past discussions have dealt 1dth all aspects of this question in considerable'detail.
Figuratively speal;:ing, the' clay is 1<1et and wh~t remains is to shape ..l:i form_..: i.e·.. an
international legal 'document -·- which, accepted.. by all nuclear Po1·ters, v1ould ':Pri:>hibit·
the carrying out of any nuclear .weapons tests· in~ all environm.ents.

'The Czechos'lovBl<:

delegation will dvTell on this question in one' of i.ts future statements.
'

'

In. today' s statement we wish to mention another question, the que.stion of one
collateral meas~e which we·consid~r now important.
budgets.

It has been noted, both at the

U~ted

It is

a

question of milita1~

Nations General Assembly and in

several.statements so far delivere.d in our session, that there are indeed tendencies
'

.

of positive development in the international situation.

These tendencies have been·

confirmed also by the termination of the war in Viet-Nam. and by the obvious rela:xatiori
of relations .. among States. · There a,.re more"concrete perspectives for the achi·e~eme:rit
of permanent peaceful: relations among natiori.s regardless of their soc'ial systems.··
Therefore, under such circumstances, it can be said that nations could allocate much
less to military expenditure and focus their attention on the real needs of increasing
standards of living in their respective countries.

And what is the situati'on in

reality? 'At the end of January 1973, the President of the United States.proposed... :
an increase in the military budget by almost $5 billion and, >·That is more, he stated
at the same time that this trend was to be expected likewise for the fiscal year

1975·

To justify those increases in· the· Un±ted States ·miiitary budget at. a time 1vhen

that couht·ry 'is not ··engaged in any military encounter, he ai~e~, inter alia, tlia:t
"a strong military posture is necessary f6'r maintaining· peace."
J

merely a different 'tvording of the well-known saying of the

This is nothirig ·n.ew;

ancient Rom~s that

"if you want peace, ·make ready for vrar" -- a saying v.rhich proved false ·so 'msny.times
in the course of history.

CCD/PV.589
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Vejvoda, Czechoslovakia)

The increase in military budgets to incalculable levels does not, however,
During the very days of the beginrD:ng of

remain the domain of one country only.

our negotiations this year, .the United Kingdom
military budget to £3.3 billion.
•

announce~

a record increase in

The declaration of the British

Gover~ent

~ts

issued

on that occasion again applies
the ten-year old argument that "only negotiations from
I
strength are likely to produce equitable agreements".

I

•

overture for negotiations on the reduction of military

It :Ls not a very encouraging
forces.i~

Europe which, as we

believe, will commence with full speed already this year in spite of all present
difficulties.

We

thiru~

that our post-war negotiations offer enough evidence to

remind us that proceeding from a position of strength leads. nowhere in negotiations

,..

on disarmament.

We do not wish to harm the legitimate claim of every country to

safeguard its defence

However, we feel justified in our opinion that the

abil~ty.

present situation in armaments of individual countries has reached such a level that
their basic national security interests would not be threatened at all even without
further increase of.their budgets.

On the contrary, after

~~e

end of the war so

many means were allocated to armament that with the necessary maintenance and
occasional exchange of some types of weapons, it would be quite possible not only to
freeze the budgets but to reduce them as well.
If we look at the course of negotiations on qisarmament, we can see that the
question of reduction of m:Llitary budgets was discussed at a period· when the.
international situation was far from being as promising as now.
devoted to that question
·submitted.

~uring

Great attention was

the decade of 1954-1964 and a number of proposals was

The Soviet Union proposed several times a reduction of military

expenditures in.budgets; there was also a unilateral reduction'of military budgets.
The delegation of the Arab Republic of Egypt proposed in April 1964, at the then
Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee, that an appeal should be addressed to all major
'

Powers to reduce .their military budgets on the basis of mutual examples
(ENDC/PV~l82, pp.l5-l~).

We think tha~ an ex~hange of opinions on the question of the reduction of
military budgets can do no harm.
It would certainly be ~merit to our session if we
could submit this year a. ivorked-out position on this .. que.sti.on to the United Nations
General

Assembl~.

undoubtedly will be

We should consider the problem even.more
di~qussed

from the regional point of

Conference on Security and Co-operation.

v~ew

tho~oughly,

as it

at the European

CCD/PV.589
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Vejvoda, Czechoslovakia)

At the opening session, the distinguished representative of the United States,
Ambassador Martin, mentioned the questiori of conventional weapons. . Proceeding from
the fact that numerous· military conflicts in the world have· been fought with those
very· weapons-- and that all armed conflicts have not yet ended·-- the Czechoslovak
'

I

Socialist Republic has already for many years advocated the adoption of effective
measures in the field of conventional weapons.

One can only remember the

approximately 70 million victims of conventional weapons in Wprld War Tw·o, and
further millions of innocent victims in Viet-Nam, to see the problem·in its whole
entreaty.

On the other hand we are aware of the fact that some Powers would like to

use the so-called controls of conventional weapons against the legitimate interest of
colonial nations:fighting for their national liberation.
agree.

To this we would never

Also the Charter of't4e United Nations envisages such interests and makes

them legal in the context of international law.

In our opinion, the present period

characterized by consideraple lessening of tension offers
the settlement of this problem.

'real~stic'conditions

for

In the proposal of the Soviet Union "on non-use of

force, including. the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons in international
relations for all. times", \ve see a concrete path leading towards that end.

The

adoption of this proposal would also lead.to the prohibition of conventional types of
weapons because the proposal for non-use·of'force in relations among States and
prohibition·of the use of nuclear weapons logically covers the banning of conventional
weapons as well.

In this respect the

twenty~seventh

session of the United Nations

General Assembly adopted the well-known declaration containing the s6iemn pledge of
States of "their renunciation of the ·use or threat of force in ail its forms and
manifestations in 2nternational relations, in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations, and the permanent prohibition·of the use of nuclear weapons."
We consider the declared readiness of the Soviet Union "to agree upon and
appropriately to formalize reciprocal commitments \'lith any of the nuclear PowerB on
the non-use of force, including· the prohibition of the use of nuclear· weapons· against
one another" as an important. step on the way· to' the realization of this idea.
This new Soviet initiative opens further perspectives for the solution· of the
prohibition of use of force both in the form of nuclear or conventional weapons, and
offers

new-poss~bilities

also tn the field of preparations for and convening of a

world disarmament conference.

As·one of the States members of the Special Committee,

the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic is directly i.nterest·ed in the conference

ccn;Pv'. 589
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(Mr. Ve,ivoda, Czechslovakia)
preparatory i'/Ork in order that it may lead to purposeful and immediate results so
that the Special Committee can thus fulfil the recommendati'cin contained in
United Nations General Assembly resolution 2930 (XXVII) "to examine_..all the ••••••
suggestions expressed by Governments on the conve'ning of a i'Jorld disarmament
conference and related problems,and to present, on the basis of consensus, a report
to the General Assembly at its twenty-eighth session.

11

In viei.J of the fact that

a majority of the members of the Special Committee are members of the Committee on
Disarmament, the twrking atmosphere of the Special Committee v1ill
•

to a

I

considerable extent on the relation to that body of individual
present.

depe~d

dele~ations

here

The importance of the proposal for convening a· world disarmament

conference necessitates that members of our Committee do everything possible for a
successful beginning and constructive t·10rk of the -Special Committee.
sincere wish of the Czechoslovak delegation that

th~

It is a

positive approach of countrie's

to this proposal i'lill enhance their efforts for the creation of favourable
conditions for the Hork of the Special Committee.
/

As is evident from the replies

sent to the Secretar,y-General of the United Nations (A/8817 and Add.l) and from
the course of discussions both at the United

Natio~s

General Assembly and in our

Committee, a majori ~r of countries is clearly in favour of the earliest possible
convening of a i·10rld Cl.isarrnament conference.

We must, therefore, stop shifting

from one foot to the other, and not use procedural questions as a pretext for
sloi'1ing doi'm or even blocking the convening of the Special Committee.
our Committee

m.~e.

Members of

td th one exception members of the Special Committee.

They have,

therefore, a special responsibility in this matter and should not truce it lightly.
In that context we cannot agree with the opinion of;· the distinguished
representative of the United Kingdom, Ambassador
Committee's meeting on 27 February, that

11

Haim~orth,

·expressed at the

the Special Committee should meet only

i'lhen the five member States in question, i.e. the fi.ve nuclear t·leapon States have sieni_fied that they Here ready to take their seats at the table'' (CCD/PV.587 ,p. 7)
Such a course of affairs twuld postpone the tvhole matter .until the twenty-eighth
session of the General Assembly.
resolution 2930 (XXVII).

It would be in direct contradiction to

This resolution was a compr~se solution achieved after

hard bargaining by the g.r-oup of non-aligned States, standing firml;}r behind the
idea of a t·Jorld conference and trying to bring it some steps forHard, even if very
modest ones.
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Vejvoda, Czechoslovakia)

We consider that the participation of all nuclear Powers in a -vrorld conference
and in the Special Committee is important.

However, the fact that some of them are

not yet ready to take their places in the Jpecial Committee should not prevent that
body from starting its vrork.

The Special Committee could undertake a very -useful

exchange of views and would naturally not exclude those nuclear Pow·ers 'Which remain
absent from its work at the beginning from joining in its activities at a later date.
In addition, there is always the possibility of co-operation with the Special
Committee in other ways than direct participation.

At the last session of the

United Nations General Assembly one of the nuclear Powers, which informed us that it
will remain absent from the.Special Committee, assured us that it will nevertheless
maintain contact with it.
The Czechoslovak Delegation sincerely hopes that, when the twenty-eighth session
of the General Assembly starts deliberations on the world disarmament conferehce -which as you know·has already been placed on its provisional agenda by resolution
2930 (XXVII) -- there will be substantial matters to be discussed and not only
procedural questions concerning the

Specia~

Committee, avoiding the real crux of the

matter.
In conclusion, allow me to express hopes that all disarmament negotiations,
'Which are supposed to take place this year-- that is our Committee's work, the
SALT talks, the Special Committee on the World Disarmament Conference and also the
talks on reduction of military forces and armaments in Europe, about which preliminary
consultations have recently started in Viel1na -- will bring cbout something positive.
The present extension of disarmament negotiations, which the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic sincerely vrelcomes, testifies to the importance and attention accorded now
to disarmament by

~he

whole international community.
I

The Czechoslovak' Socialist Republic is ready to contribute by its constructive
share to these talks wherever it would be possible.

And to the present Conference

of the Committee on Disarmament, we would wish that it will achieve such results in
its work this year that it.may face the General Assembly of the United Nations this
autumn with its visor raised.

·.
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Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (M~xico) (translated from -~pan~sh):

29 November 1972,.
the Uni t.ed Nations General· .Assembly adopted, as resolution 2932 B (XXVII)',· the draft
l'l'hich had been submitted to the First Committee

tvro

On

\·reeks previously under the

sponsorship of all the members of the Group of Tl·rel ve of the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament.
That resolution, l'l'hose brevity and simplicity match its importance, deals vTi th
the bilateral S.ALT talks.

.As can be seen from its 1·rording, reproduce?- in full in one

of the attachments to the letter from the Secretary-General. circulated under the
symbol CCD/393/Rev.l, the resolution has t'l'i'O principal obj-ectives, "t·rhich I shall no1v
discuss in the reverse order to that in 'l·rhich they are mentioned in the resolution.
In operative paragraph 2 of the resolution, the General .Assembly

~xpressly

invites the tHo Governments participating'in·the S.ALT negotiations to ."keep the
General .Assembly informed" of t):le results of those negotiations.
This invitation reflects a need to which U Thant dreu attention as early as
1971, in carefully ueighed and common-sense terms, in the Introduction to the last
Annual Report

1·r~ch

he submitted to the .Assembly as Secretary-General.

Report, he stated inter alia that:

".At present, the Members of the United Nations

have to rely on unofficial and unconfirmed press
the

S~rategic

Arms Limitation

In that

Talk~.

But

~eports

q~estions

about· the negotiations at

concerning a possible nuclear war

and human survival, as >·rell as the economic and social burdens of the arms race,
directly and intimately•affect every·human being on earth.

Let us recall that the

United Nations under the Charter has been given specific responsibility in the field
of disarmament.

.Accordingly, in my opinion the time has come to inquire "trhether the

United Nations should not be officially informed about the progress of the arms
limitation discussions, to enable the Members to understand and consider the issues
involved, even if they do not discuss the details of the day-to-day negotiations."
'
Similar opinions have been repeatedly expressed, both h~r~ and in NeH York, by·
various delegations. On behalf of Mexico, for example, I voiced them at the
'
495th·meeting of this Committee
on 23 February 1971. I was again the liexican
spokesman on 23 October 1972 uhen, at the beginning of the debate on the disarmament

i terns, I stated to the First Committee of the General .Assembly, referring to the
results of the S.ALT I talks, that
officially

i~ormed

11

vre

believe the General .Assembly has a right to be

by the participating States and that this report should be made

at the present session".
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. Preci:Sely because :o~;.:.~.:ta-t!3~ts~fel.l~.on-::de'ar ·ears, · 1-1e :wer.e". ob:J..:ig~d. ·:~o. make an
. ; .. . -.'
..
. . ..., . '
req:ues·t .to the Secre·tary-General ·on ·3 'Noveinber 1972, 'and to his Special

. .
off~c~al

~

Representative: to ·this' Cbfurni ttee on 20 February 19'73, 'to the effec:t that the three
bilateral ins~rumel:it's· 'that emerged' !rr~m the''first' stage'of' the n~gotiaticins to i'lhi"ch
...
I have been referring should be reproduced as documents of the General Ass.embly. and of
:They have no-vt been reproduced under tht? ?ymbol·~

the· Committee on Di:s·a:rmaiD.ent.

A/C~l/1026'and CCD/394·

I

.

We· .:Venture t·o hope that ':ln the light of the outcome of those req:uests, and
bearing·in mind that·the invitation'specifically

form~ated

~neiai-~sembly

by. the

must now:· be added to· them, the 'two nuclear sUper-Powers may in future remember the
functions· of ·the Assembly and of this Committee· with regard to ail matters concerning
disarmament.

..

. Notwithstanding the importance of the invitation addressed by t4e General Assembly
to the-SALT participants in paragraph 2'of,the abovementioned resolution, ~h~
provisions of para~aph 1 ·of the resolution are undoubtedly of far gr~ater
.
.
. .
.
.•
.
significance. · In.' this paragraph, ·the organ i·rhi~h is fully repre~entative of the
international ·community, having ~tated 'that it' i·Tas conv:i;,nc_t3tl.'

bf

"the necess~ ty that

the rene-vted negotiations should bring about eariy ~d ;P~·sitive results in the field
•

,·

'

, •·

'

I

•

,

of nucl"Sar disannament", made a solemn appeal to the Governments of the
'
. United States
and the Soviet Union ''to make every effort to' eX:pedi te 'th~ conclusion of further

agreements including important g:uali tative ii.Ihitati;n~· 'and substantial reductions of.
offensive ·and 'defensive strategic nuclear-•·reapon. systems".

. .'
The appeal ·by. the General Assembly is obviously···based on ,,its conclusion .that the
.
three bilateral instruments to be found in· document CCD/394,
whatever
political and
.. ,

psycho1ogicai conseq:uences they' may have . inte~atio~ly' are' very .1-imi
ted in scope .
.
as disarmanient measures·:· >This is because, on the o~e hand,, the q).iantit~tive l~tations
~

\

provided for in these instruments are set at the
level... .:__ that
. fa~ from reassuring
.
·- ..·
existed -vrhe~ the instrum~nts >·rere si~ed, and in some cases at
c:ven high~r. feyel;

a:n

and, on the other hand -- as regards the g:uali ta~ive,
•

•

t

•

•

'

..

iv~ich i~ pe~haps th~
•

dangerous, aspect-- leaving aside a few minor limitatiqns relating to
,_

,

,

<

more

:,

•

-

,

•

•

~

"•

, I

defen~ive
<

•'

I

•

,.,eapons, ·the agreements not only fail to mention any q:Qali tative restriction but
>·rould even seem to have been 'construed by the super-Poi·rers as an incentive to
unbridled competition in this field.

.
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Garcia Robles, Mexico)

The appeal by the General Assembly also reflects, to our 1va;y of thinking, the
conviction that ·thv philosophy on which tho SALT I negotiations appear to have been
based is
phase.

fundament~ly

wrong and 1vill have to be radically modified in the seconQ.

·otherHise, the intention declared in the penultimate prea.mbular paragraph of

the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Vlissile ·Systems "to achieve at the
earliest possible date the cessation of tlie nuclear arms race and to truce effective
measures toward reductions in strategic· ·ams, nuclear disarmament, and general and ·
complete disarmament" 1vill remain pure sarcasm •
.A. radical change in this philosophy,
assuming that such thirucing can be accepted
\

as a necessary evil for the first phase of SALT, is imperative nm·r that the second
stage of the talks has begun.

Unless it tclces . place, 1·7e shall be forced to agree with

\

/

.tvro experts ori international affairs, one British and the other from the United States,
who in separate and very recent articles made observations on this subject •·rhich I
take the liberty of reproducing.
The first \vri ter says:
"In actual fact, the 1972 SALT

~greements

are based entirely on a single

to preserve the state of mutual assured destruction (~ffin) be~veen the

aim:

parties.

It is strangely paradoxical that the ritual promise·of achieving

general and complete disarmament should appear in the very treaty \vhich, in
concentrating on the limitation of anti-ballistic missile systems, lays down
I

the principle that the path to security lies in

th~

institutionalization of a

system of mutual terror vrhereby each party can destroy a large number of the
other's cities. 11
The· second .of the authors to 1vhom I have referred •·rri tes:
11

Neither the antecedents nor the immediate prospects of SALT II suggest an

acceptable rate of progress towards arms limitation.
do the SALT negotiations show any sign of ridding

~s

Even less--far less-of nuclear terror.

On the

'contrar,Y, it has become the accepted practice in the field of arms control to
seek to stabilize thi; terror, and even guarantee its ipdefinite continuance,
in the very understandable- and very mistaken-:- belief that it is the only
practical means tovrards. peace."
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. ......... ... _,., -·· ..:..
~

In the light of opinions such as those 1·rhich I.have just quoted, it is

super-~Oivers

that'#e should regarQ..·the .appea.l:.by the General Assembly to the nuclear
in connection vri th SALT. II: e..s extremely pertinent.

nat~al

\\Te believe that the onl~• solq. tion

which can in the long run prove acce9table and effective for the achievement of those
three goals -..,. . peace, justice and progress --· 1vhich vrere proclaimed in 1970 as the
•

.

!' ..:.

'

•

theme for the anniversary .of the United Nations is general and complete disarmamen~.
under effective

internatio~al

control uhi<?h uould, as a first immediate step, comprise

the progressive reduction and eventually the complete elimin~tion of nuclear weapons.
·It v1as .for this reason that four years ag_o 11e defined the ])1exican vie1·rs on this
problem in the following terms:
·•JWe refuse to believe that the so-called deterrent pm·rer -- a formula that
··has regr'ettably been. much abused

-""7

of. such weapons can be rega~ded as a

I

positive factor justifying their existence.

The. fact that in the past t~renty

years vre have had a precarious peace based on a frightening b_alance of terror
is for us far from being a convincing argument ...
We cannot .understand vrhy today international peace and. security shoul~ have to
!'
depend on 1-reapons such. as ·the nuclear ueapons, the:: v:ery existence of. 1ihich
entails the danger of universal suicide.

Against.the presumed need for the

deterrent p011er of nuclear vreapons ue must set the very real need to evaluate
the moral dissuasive po1·rer of all peoples of the 1·1orld, Hho demand every day
i·rith ereater urgency and less patience that an end be put to a si:tuation i'l~~ch
endangers nothing less·than the very survival of the human spec~ef?.
We do not seem to have been very far urong in our attitude, as is clear from

11

the many recent i·n3ll-founded criticisms of the theory of nuclear deterrence, most
of them made by experts of unquestionable and re:_cog!l;ized authority in matters of
str.~tegy and national or international security ...

· ·' The fact' that -the SlJ.LT meetings are nmr to be held in this very city of Geneva
will'perhaps make it easier for our discussions to be heard by the participants in
those talks.

Noreover, nuclear Q.isarmrunent is something of i·rhich SALT has no

monopoly, but it occupies a prominent place in our Committee's programme-- altho~gh
sometimes there is a tendency to forget this.
relevant to outline, as I shall

procee~

It _therefore,seems to me extremely

to do presently, some of the principal

points made in one of the most recent critical studies of nuclear deterrence -studies i·rhich, as I have already said, have been appearing in ever increasing
numbers. '

.·
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This is a paper which served as a basis for discussion at one of the working
groups of the Calilorhia Arms Control and i!'oreign Policy Seminar organized by the
Ford Foundation.

It was published as a booklet of the ·seminar and

article in Foreign Affairs in January 1973.

also.a~

an

The ·author, Dr. Fred Charles Th:le, is

not only a former Professor of Political Science in the Massachusetts Institute of
Techn616gy,·but has since 1968 been Head of the Social Science Department of no less
a' body than the Rand Corporation, and it would therefore be impossible to reject
his vievrs as invalid by attaching to them the customary label of "Utopian pacifism".
His study is entitled "Can nuclear deterrence last out the century?", and the
reply he gives to this question is categorically negative.
The author begins by noting that the autumn
of 1972 markedc half the road •from
•
the beginning of the nuclear era to the year 2000.

Hankind, _he says, has been

spared nuclear devastation since the annihilation of two Japanese cities by the only
two nuclear weapons then existing.

But the destructiveness of nuclear arsenals,

now increa·sed many thousandfold, has sunk into human consciousness lilce man 1 s
knowledge of his mortality.
We all turn away, hoi·rever, from the· thought that nuclear vlar may be as
inescapable as death, and may end our lives and our society within this generation
or the next.

We believe, or act as ,if we.believed, that thanks to a certain

.

'

international order the existing arsenals of nuclear weapons with their almost
incomprehensible destructiveness will neve~ be used.
Yet, this order is so constructed that it cam'l.ot move t ovrard abolition of
nuclear weapons.
It demands,. as the necessary condition for avoiding nuclear 't·rar;
f
the very" preservation of these arms ali·rays ready to destroy entire nations.
Dr. Ikle goes on to analyse the principal "dogmas" generally accepted in certain
military and government circles of the nuclear Powers, and he summarizes in the
following terms the conclusions which he has reached concerning the obvious danger
of nuclear deterrence and its evident inability to ensure world peace:

. "An almost exclusive emphasis on deterrence could be defended as a
satisfactory long-term policy if it could be convincingly argued that
successful deterrence ivas tantamount' to prevention of nuclear 'tvar.

There

I

exists no rational basis for such an argument.

No matter how cataclysmic.

the threatened 'assured destruction,' those calculated decisions which our

..
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(tir. Garcia Robles, Ii:exico)
. ,•
t9. prevent .are not. the sole processes that could lead to

.. '·

deterrent

....
w., 0

...

.We s:iJnply cannot_ know _which of the various potential causes is
•

•

•

•

.

•

.

.~

v

.

most ... :probable-~whether it be a coherently calC1ilate~ decisi~n to' attack~ or ail
':irrational;
:-I

'

•

'

the

0

decisi;~•
~

o;

f

t~~hnica.l

accident..

•

Yet the

•

app:b~CJ,cll rto'W':.p~e;ailing

puts almoat.
all
preventing the 'rational' decision."
. .
. effort ... into
.
...
.
.
Tbe author demo~strates, wit? the·support of various facts from the history'of

,.~wentieth cent~, the~.t

11

irrational 11 decisions can by no means _be regarded as an

exception in inte~ational relations ~d? ~rith reference to the importance of the
"accident" factor, he states that:
. "·· .•..N9bQdy c~ predict that the fatal accident or unauthorized act lrill never
•

'

'..

h~ppen.

•

'

(,

.

1

The.. :·hazard is too elusive.

It is ·inherent not oniy in the'

ineradicable .. possibility of technical defects,
but also in the inevitable·
...
v:uJ.ner?-bili ty to human er;r:Qr of a.ll command and operational procedures -- during
•

periods of high

a~ert

0

·:

as vrell as during t_he many, years of quiet waiting.

So

exceedingly complex are modern l<Teapons systems, both in their interriai''inechanisms
.
..
and in their intricate
.interactio!'j.s,
that
it
seems
doubtful
lvhether
any
.
.
. group
of experts could ever .:E:~rret out ~.;,ery unintended.ramification, discover every
r,
. ...
11irking danger. 11
-~

In ad~ition to irrati?~al decisions, the study from which I am quoting gives

a number of recent examples shovling the truth of the statement I have. just ·r~ad out
concerning the inescapable danger of

11

accidents 11 •

The author then arrives at the

follqwing conclusions:

~'Give~ that o{ca~i~nal incompetence 'or malfeasance is predictable in larger
.. institutions -- vrhether
military
or civilian -- the safety of nuclear 'armaments
..
. .
remains a constantly pressing uncertainty.
Given the huge and far-flung ·missile
~

·~

;•

forces, ;ready to be l~unched from land and sea on both.si<des, the sc~pe fo~
•

•',J

••·•

•••

0

•

disas-ter by. accident is immense.
Given that our strategic dogmas demand the
.
target;Lng of populations and denial of defensive measurE?s, the carnag~ l·roUld be
without restraint."
Il'l: his .very thought-provoking article, Dr. Ikle has not overlooked the ethical
aspect of nuclear deterrence'.

In order to give an idea of his well-argued opinions

on this point, I will_merely read out th~ folloyring two paragraphs:
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It

1

assured destruction 1 fails to indicate "i·That is to be destroyed;

then 'assured genocide' would reveal the truth too starkly.
'deterring a potential aggressor'

con~eys

but

The comm?n phrase

a false simplicity about the processes

that
. might lead to a nuclear attack, as if v1e had to worry only about some
:,

ambitious despot who sits calculating whether or·not to start a nuclear
A moral perversity lies hidden behind the standard fOrmula:
'aggressor' attacks,
To~s

"i·Te

in the event this

must 'retaliate by knocking out~ cities.

de Torquemada, who burned 10,000

h~retics

"i·Ta..r.

1

at the stake, could claim

p:pinciples more humane than our nuclear strategy;

for his tribunals :f.'ound all

his victims guilty of having kno-vringly committed mortal sin.
"The jargon of American strategic analysis works iike a narcotic.
dulls our sense of moral

o~trage

It

about the tragic confrontation of nuclear
'

arsenals, primed and constantly perfected to unleash widespread genocide.

It

fosters the current smug complacence regarding the soundness and stability of
mutual deterrence.

It blinds us to the fact that our method for preventing

nuclear war rests on a form of warfare universally condemned since the Dark Ages-the mass killing of hostages."
In order to complete my

comme~ts

on the study by the Head of the Social Science

Department of the Rand Corporation, I must quote what in my vi'ew may be regarded as
the principal conclusion i·Thich _emerges from all the facts analysed in the study, and
•

I

•

w·hich is. expressed by the author in these terms:
~xtent

"··· these. assumed requirements of stable deterrence are to a large
her~tage

of strategic policies from prior decades, novr obsolete.

the

They ax:e a

perilous way to protect ourselves from nuclear catastrophe and harmful to the
prospects of strategic disarmament.

Happily, they are disp_ensable for

deterrence.

Over the decades to come, vre can develop and PU:t into effect a
safer and more humane strategy to prevent nuclear war."

In the l\1exican delegation's vie"iv, if this strategy is really to be
more humane", it is essential that the countless appeals of,the General

safer and
Ass~mbly for
11

a cessation of the nuclear arms race and for nuclear disarmament should be complied
with.
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For this purpose it is essentia'l that the nuclear Povrers, and first and foremost
the super-Powers i should take- -very seriously their primary responsibilities in this
matter which.is·of vit!d interest for all peoples since-- as cannot be repeated
often enough _..,._.it is ultimately the very survival of mankind which is at stake.
That' is

'\'T.hy

the

11

important qualitative limitations 11 and the "substantial reductions"

so urgently asked for by the Assembly in resolution 2232 B (XXVII) are of capital
importance,as measures which should progressively lead the super-Powers to the total
elimination •.of nuclear \veapons,

'~at

an early date", as the Assembly has so often said.

The' fate ·of· the '\'Torld cannot go on depending indefinitely. on the macabre game
of Russian-American nuclear roulette.

In this conqexion I venture to recall what

the President of Mexico, Mr. Luis Echeverria, so rightly said at the opening meeting
of the sixteenth General Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency held
in my country's capital on 26 September 1972.

After referring to the valuable
I

contribution made by Latin America through the Treaty of Tlatelolco, the Mexigan
Head of State said:
"But it is not enough that we should undertake to end the proliferation
of nuclear vTeapons.

life must destroy existing nuclear \·Teapons.

is done, there vrill still be a danger of

Until this

catastrophe'~.

Conclusions such as those formulated in the very authoritative study on w·hich
I have commented, and opinions such as that expressed by Arnold Toynbee as long ago
as 1967 when he said that "the threat to mankind's survival has become much greater
since 1945 than it aver was in the first miJ.lion years of

hisJ~ory 11 ,

prove that

Mexico's traditional attitude is '\'Tell founded.
¥1r. ROSENBERG POLAK (Netherlands):

Once again \·re come to&ether to

"undertake negotia:tions \·rith a vie,., to ;reaching, on the basis of the joint. s;tatement
of agreed principles and trueing into account, inter alia paragraph 8 of these
principleS'~ agreement on gener~l and complete disarmament under effe.ctive

international control".
The quotatio~ is taken from resolution i722 (XVI) of 20 Decembe~ 1961.

That

resolution contains the endorsement by the General Assembly of the agreement which
at the end of 1961 had been reached by the Soviet ,Union and the United States on the
composition of Hhat \vas then called the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee.
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It is i·rorthwhile to read again the now almost 12 years old paragraph 8 of the
joint statement of agreed principles to uhich I have just referred, and I beg your
indulgence for my reading out this paragraph to yo'u:
"States participating in the negotiations should seek to achieve and
implement the vridest possible agreement at the ep.rliest possible date.
Efforts should continue vri thout interruption until agreement upon the total
programme [of general and complete disarmament] has been achieved, and efforts
to ensure early agreement on and implementation of ·measures of disarmament
should be undertaken vrithout prejudicing I_>rogress on a[;Teement o.f the total
programme and in· such a i·Ta::y that these measures i·TOuld facilitate and form part
of that programme".
In meeting for a nei·T session of the Committee on Disarmament vre should not
lose sight of the objectives embodied in paragraph 8 of the joint statement .of agreed
principles.

Although efforts should continue to be made vri th a view to P.nsuring

agreement on concrete measures of disarmament, i·Te should at the same time keep in
mind our ultimate goal of general . and complete disarmament and i·re should direct all
our efforts to that end.
The \'lorld picture has changed considerably since the establishment of the
Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee in 1961.

Perhaps vre can vievr the present

Horld situation i·Ti th someivhat ·more comfort and optimism thro1 He were able to do
some brelve years ago.

It seems that countries are learning to live tog"ether in

peace and harmony or, in any case, in a state of negotiation instead of confrontation.
Co-operation among States in the fields of science, technology, economics and human
relations is increasing.

China is novr represented in the United Nations and vre are

looking forvrard to the moment at ivhich the two 1 parts of Ge::rmany i·rill join the vro:2ld
0r6anization.

The parties to the long and bitter war in Viet-Nam have come to

an agreement.

SALT I has culminated in tvro agreements on offensive and defensive

nuclear \·reapons systems.
city i'lithin a few days.

The s.econd ·round of SALT II is going to start in this
In Helsinki and in Vienna attempts are being made tmra:.ds

the convening of conferences that have as their e;ual the enhancement of European
security. and co-operation.
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How can the Committee on Disarmament fit. into this global picture of a· world
striving for better and more enduring relations among nations?
' .
still have a role to play or is it doomed slm-rly to disappear?:
I do not believe it is to fade awaY~

Does our Committee

During the last session of the

General Assembly there '-ras much discussion again on the convening of a world
disarm.ament conf,.erence in which all States should participate.··
ready to accept the idea because

~Te

The Netherlands was

hoped that it might perhaps lead to the

involvement of all 'militarily important States in disarmament talks.
our hopes nave not materialized.

Unfortunately

It cannot be expected that :.the difficulties which

are hampering progre~s t6,-rard a decision on the holding of a world disarmament
conference will soon be overcome.
The duty to make progress in the field of arms control and disarmament is still
ours.

We must in any case respond to the challerige of the last session of .the\

Gen~ral Assembly ~hich requested this Committee specifically to give first priority
to its'deliberations on a treaty banning underground nuclear weapon tests, and to
continue negoti~tions, as a matter of high priority, with a view to reac:ping early··
I

agreement on effective measures for the prohibition of the development, production
and stockpiling·of chemical weapons and.for their destruction.
With regard to the first problem-- a ban on underground·nuclear weapon tests
we must indeed.in this session give our utmost attention to this subject.
.

.

It is clear,

howeve~,

that the main responsibility lies here with the nuclear

Powers concerned, and we therefore

urgent~y

appeal·to them to come forward with

constructive proposals aimed at an early cessation of Underground nuclear tests and
at· the conclusion of a comprehensive test han.
We have stated on several occasions that the only category of underground
explosion~·that.is·relevant for on-site inspection consists· of those expldsions that

can be detected and loca:ted but not identified by national means.

..

W~ have also argued'that due to seismological progress the range of this
particular c·ateg.ory is shrinking rapidiy.

We are, of cours·e, highly interested. in the· additional information on seismic
tests whieh the United States representative
our meeting on 20 February last.

has promised· us in his· ·statement at
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At this juncture I should like

~o

Rosenberg Polak, Netherlands)

refer to the statement by the distinguished

Mr.

representative of the Soviet Union at our meeting on 20 February.
stated on that occasion that the Soviet Union is

who~eheartedly

Roshchin ·

in favour of the

complete and immediate solution of the problem of the cessation of nuclear tests, on
the assumption that nuclear tests, including tests under ground, must be stopped
everywhere and by all.

He also said that it is essential that all the nuclear

States should participate in negotiations on the cessation of nuclear tests,
including underground tests, and that only under these conditions can progress be
achieved in this matter.

I should not like to exclude·the possibility that this

Soviet position is merely intended to emphasize the importance of the participation
of all nuclear Powers in disarmament negotiations, including negotiations on the
cessation of nuclear tests.

However, if this Soviet position establishes a

pre-condition for the conclusion of a treaty banning underground tests, it would be
fair to ask the distinguished representative of the Soviet

U~on

if the conclusion

of such a treaty would, according to the Soviet view, only be feasible if all nuclear
Powers are involved as signatories.

I should be most grateful if the Soviet

representative could remove any doubt that might have arisen on this important
question.
Allow me to make a few remarks also on the second problem entrusted to us by
the General Assembly.
During our last year's session we had a fruitful and· stimulating discussion on
the chemical warfare issue.
implications of the subject.
proceed to the next state
possible treaty language.
Others are to follow.

-w-e all began to realize the complexity and manifold
We certainly gained in insight.

vle should now

viz. the formulation of concrete proposals and of
Some proposals and suggestions have already been made.

We hope'that our common thoughts and efforts may pave the ·-

way for malting at least a first step towards chemical disarmament.
from the stage of explorations to the stage of negotiations.

We should move

Preferences for certain

types of solution have been expressed, but we have been lacking so far in indicating
:prec_isely hm.; to translate those preferences into practicable and negotiable
arrangements.

The problem to be tackled is an intricate one, but this should not

discourage us in trying to search for the right track.
able to contribute in a constructive manner.

This delegation hopes to be
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. :A~ though .the control and reduction of weapons of mass destr:uctipn ..J:J,as

~o

be

considered as the most important task in the field of disarmament, ye.t we ought not
to overlook the necessity of achieving mutually acceptable arms control restraints
affecting so-called·conventional weapons • . The agreements

~n matt~rs

of arms

control anQ disarmament concluded since _World War II, are· mainly concerned with
weapons of mass destruction.

This emphasis on nuclear, biological. and chemical
I

weapons was justified, because they constitute the greatest threat to our
civilization and to mankind.

On the other hand it is a fact of life 'that all armed

conflicts since World War II were fought with conventional weapons.
sai~

been

As has often

in this Committee, there is tragically enough nothing conventional about the
~

death and the

dest~ction

•

...

0

conventional·weapons have.vrrought on the human race.

The distinguished representative of,' the United States, }lfr. rJJa.rtin, included in
his

sta~ement

ques~ion

of

7

September last the invitation to address·ourselves to t4e basic

whether we all share the objective of endeavouring to make progress in the

field of conventional arms control.
I~ the United States working paper CCTI/307 of 12 A~st 1970 a regional approach

to conventional arms limitation is advocated.

The working paper .sets out some

principles and guidelines which could provide the basis for regional agreements 9r
arrangements.
The SIPRI study The Arms Trade with the Third World comes to the conclusion
that the .. most fruitful approach to actual regulation or limitation of conventional
weapon~

would

would perhaps be through regional recipient-country agreements which ·

co~er

production as well as trade.

In that study the thought is, however,

expressed that there is.no prospect of concluding such arrangements in regions
where the competing military commitments of the great Pm·mrs are important.

It is

supposed,. therefore, that arrangements are more likely to be made in regions where the
links with the major arms race are weakest.
. .I have referr.ed. already to the formidable undertakil;lg in the arms control .field
which is now getting underway in a neighbouring country; the ·explorat·ory talks in
Vienna on mutual and balanced force reductions in Central Europe.

The impact of
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those talks could be far-reaching.

It is to be hoped that the example will induce
countries in other regions of the world again to consider the regional ar.ms

limitation approach.
1973 may be becoming an important year in the history of international
negotiations with the present talks in Helsinki _and in Vienna, the developments in
v~~Nam

and Indochina, the trade negotiations in the framework of GATT.

Let us

endeavour to the utmost to ensure that the results of our labours during the present
session will count when the balance-sheet of 1973 will finally be drawn up.
The meeting rose at 12.10 p.m.

·.

